Year 5
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Sample Worksheets
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Synonyms

A. Join the similar pairs of words together. The first one has been done for you.

confused

control

impeccable

disorientated

operate

intimidate

proceed

unstable

threaten

thieve

shaky

faultless

steal

copy

replica

continue

B. Choose a word from the box below to complete each sentence. You will only use each word once.
perplexed

truce

remorse

rivals

jittery

excursion

altar

permitted

remedy

1.

The netball team really wanted to beat their _________________ in the next match.

2.

Jessica felt a strong feeling of _________________ after hitting her sister.

3.

Lucy and Thomas thoroughly enjoyed their _________________ to London.

4.

Sally felt _________________ before her music exam.

5.

Honey and lemon is a well known _________________ for a sore throat.

6.

We go to America _________________ for Christmas.

7.

The bride walked nervously towards the _________________.

8.

The two countries agreed to a _________________ .

9.

Suzanne was not _________________ to stay out after 9 o'clock.

annually

10. Lauren was very _________________ by the puzzle in front of her.
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Verbal Reasoning Short Test 2
Section A

Choose one word from the first set of brackets, and one from the second, that will complete the
sentence in the best way. e.g. horse is to ( race

jump

stable ) as bee is to ( swarm

sky

hive )

1. hexagon is to ( five six seven ) as octagon is to ( eight nine ten )
2. hail is to ( ice cold hale ) as heel is to ( heal buckle wheel )
3. meek is to ( weak young open ) as frequently is to ( rare often likely )
4. lazy is to ( bored tired industrious ) as lenient is to ( judge strict kind )
5. sped is to ( fast spend quickly ) as bled is to ( blend cut wound )
Section B

Unscramble the jumbled words so the sentences make sense.
e.g. Please brush your RAIH = HAIR

6. The two countries agreed to a ETCUR. ______________________
7. The family felt AERWY after the long flight home. ______________________
8. The money was AONELCCDE inside the safe at the hotel room. ______________________
9. London is in the southern EIORGN of the country. ______________________
10. The beautiful AHYCT sailed into the distance. ______________________
Section C

Work out the questions below when A = 5, B = 12, C = 6, D = 10, E = 9

11. C x E =

_______

12. B + E + A =

e.g. A x D = 50

14. B x E = _______
15. ( D ÷ A ) x E = _______

_______

13. ( D x B ) ÷ C = _______
Section D

In each sentence, three letters are missing from the word in capitals. Write the missing word in
the space provided. e.g. T he toolbox contained a SNER. ( SPANNER ) = PAN

16. A cube is a well known SE with six sides. ___________
17. A group of lions is called a PE.

___________

18. Please could I BOR you book?

___________

19. Unfortunately, she FED her driving test.
20. Cows make dairy PUCTS.

___________

___________
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Maths Short Test 10 - Units and Measures

Score:

/12

%

T he following questions are all based on units and measures. Answer them by either circling the

correct answer, or by writing your answer in the space provided. You have 8 minutes to complete
these questions.

1.

Which of the following measurements would best be used to measure the length of half a football pitch?
A.

inches

B.

gallons

C.

miles

D.

yards

2.

Jess runs 4.05km on Monday, 3.9km on Tuesday and 4.008km on Thursday. How far did she run, in
metres?

3.

A train takes 55 minutes to reach its destination. If I need to arrive at 13.15, which of the following trains
should I take?
A.

00.20

B.

12.15

C.

12.20pm

4.

Henry rides 13,080m on his bike. What is this in kilometres?

5.

Which of the following is the most likely capacity of a bathtub?
A.

2345ml

B.

9l

C.

30,000ml

D.

D.

14.10

90l

6.

A water tank leaks water at a rate of 4.5l a day. How many litres of water would be lost in a fortnight?

7.

The Philippines are 8 hours ahead of the United Kingdom. If it is currently 10.25pm in the UK, what time
is it in the Philippines? Give your answer using am/pm clock.

8.

How many hours are there in 3 and half days?

9.

A tin of cat food weighs 120g. Tins come in packs of 8. How much would 3 packs weigh? Give you answer
in kilograms.

10.

Sasha usually arrives at school at 08:35, but today her watch is 7 minutes fast. What time does she arrive
today?

11.

A travel company oﬀers the same excursion every day. The total distance covered in a week is 1645km.
How many kilometres are covered in one day?

12.

Clarence's cart has a maximum weight limit of 18kg. Can he carry 4 sacks of rice weighing 2.5kg each,
a tub of cooking oil weighing 7kg, and a bag of onions weighing 1020g?
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Mental Maths Practice

Work out the answer to each of the sums below, then write the letter which matches the
answer in the space provided. You should only use each letter once.
You should aim to complete this sheet in 4 minutes!
42 x 6 = _____

A=6

50 x 8 = _____

B = 2250

3000 ÷ 15 = ______

C = 120

140 + 160 = ______

D = 252

500 - 199 = ______

E = 300

75 x 6 = ______

F = 1298

420 ÷ 70 = _____

G = 51

649 + 649 = ______

H = 228

450 ÷ 9 = _____

I = 196

321 x 3 = _____

J = 301

2500 - 250 = _____

K = 50

49 x 4 = ______

L = 191

840 ÷ 7 = _____

M = 250

164 + 27 = _____

N = 450

1020 ÷ 20 = _____

O = 200

99 + 199 = _____

P = 400

57 x 4 = _____

Q = 298

750 ÷ 3 = _____

R = 963

Time taken _____________

Your score:

______
18
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Cloze Text 4: An Indian Legend
Choose words from the box below and fill in the spaces provided so that the text makes sense.
You can only use each word once.

Rama was a wonderful prince. When he met the beautiful Sita, he won her love by

1._____________________________ her with his skill with his bows and arrows. Unfortunately, his stepmother was

2._____________________________ of him and 3._____________________________ that the king send them both into

4._____________________________. The king loved his children, but because of his wife's

5._____________________________ he had made a foolish promise years before to do whatever she asked.

Cheated of their throne and 6._____________________________ they lived happily in the forest for fourteen

years. However, when wandering through the forest, a young woman fell in love with Rama, but he explained to

her that her love was 7._____________________________. Little did he know what trouble this would cause, because

when she returned home, she 8._____________________________ to her brother, the evil Rawana, King of the

Demons. Rawana decided to capture the 9._____________________________ Sita from the forest in revenge for his

sister. Rama was 10._____________________________ when he returned to see her gone, and fought to win her

back for over twelve years.

Eventually Rama killed Rawana with a magic arrow and became the King of Sri Lanka. He and Sita

11._______________________to their kingdom and their way was marked with lights of all kinds, to signify
the 12._____________________________ of good over evil.

complained
returned

envious
defenceless

triumph

unrequited

impressing

exile

demanded

banished

devastated

trickery
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Non Verbal Reasoning Revision Exercise 4 - Bird's £ye View

Which figure on the right is a 'bird's eye' view of the figure on the right? Circle you answer. For example:

A

B

C

D

1.

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

2.

3.
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Comprehension
'A Little Pilgrimage in Italy'
Suggested T ime Limit: 12 minutes

The below is a passage taken from 'A Little Pilgrimage in Italy' by Olave M. Potter. Read it
carefully, then answer the questions that follow.
1

5

If you come with me I shall take you away from the great cities where your feet are bruised on the
stony streets and never feel the soft warm earth beneath their soles, where mountainous walls of brick
limit your vision to smoke-clouded strips of sky, where you never smell the fragrance of the night. If
you come with me I shall take you to the hills, the deep-bosomed rolling hills, with their valleys and
their plains and with towered cities riding on their crests. You will lie with me under the olives and
stone-pines, where the warm earth cushions your limbs in luxury, and the sunlight flickering in the
green shadows lights on a wealth of flowers.
Then, if you will, come back to your haunted streets.

But I am persuaded that if you go there you will find a great content among the little cities of great
10 memories which stand knee-deep in flowers upon the hills of Italy, or in those nobler towns,—Siena,
who belongs to the Madonna, and Perugia, whose name is as a torch to light your feet into the Valleys
of Romance. In their streets you are seldom shut away from the mountains and the sky; and little
gracious weeds and grasses have spread a web among their stones as though an elfin world sought to
entrap a monster and pull him down to ruin.
15 Our little pilgrimage took us to many shrines, and haunts of peace and beauty. We made our
discoveries, saw much, learned not a little philosophy. And, most of all, we caught a glimpse of the
heart of Umbria—Umbria of the saints. We watched the gathering of the golden maize in the plain
below Assisi while we walked with St. Francis among the vines and olives; we saw the vintage being
brought home with song and thanksgiving at Orvieto and Viterbo.
20 We dwelt among beautiful simple-hearted men and women, living in little farms far from the toil of
the modern world, who still worship God in the gladness of their hearts and the spirit of the ardent
thirteenth century; who toil and spin and bear children and lie down to die, not with the stupidity of
animals or the self-satisfaction of the bourgeoisie, but full of a beautiful content, moved by a beautiful
faith.
25 We dipped into Tuscany too, into Lombardy, into the March of Ancona, into Lazio, but nowhere else
was the world as perfect, as unspoiled as in Umbria. If you are travel-stained with life, if the sweat of a
work-a-day world still clings about you, if you have lost your saints and almost forgotten your Gods,
you will cure the sickness of your soul in Umbria.

1.

Where does the author say he will take you in the first paragraph?
A To the cities
B To haunted streets
C To the countryside
D To Perugia

Continue over the page for more questions
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